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I have described Type III Enrichment in the Enrichment Triad Model as “…the young
person thinking, feeling, and doing like the practicing professional, even if at a more
junior level than adult scientists, writers, film makers, etc.” (Renzulli, 2016); and I have
been asked on numerous occasions how we actually get young people to engage in this
kind of learning. In addition to teaching them creative and investigative skills (Type II
Enrichment), we use a planning form called The Management Plan that focuses
students’ attention on the modus operandi of practicing professionals.
The purpose of the Management Plan is to assist students in deciding what type
of educational product they will develop. Preparation of a Management Plan is based on
two major requirements for developing an original product. First, the product must be an
innovative creative or investigative contribution, not something that is merely copied
from other teachers’ lecture notes or reference materials. Second, the product should
be directed toward a real-world audience(s) (i.e., person or group other than the
teacher). These two requirements will encourage students to go through the process of
first-hand inquiry rather than traditional information acquisition, which is the
overwhelming pedagogy of most schooling.
The Management Plan is divided into two major parts. The first part deals with
problem finding and focusing and considerations for potential product formats and
audiences. The second part deals with resource exploration, acquisition, management,
and utilization. Although each plan should be developed independently by students, the
role of teachers or other informed adults is critical when serving as a “the-guide-on-theside” rather than information provider.
Also important is the developmental nature of completing Management Plans. In
the example that follows, the students’ initial audience was the local librarian, but
conversations with her subsequently led to reaching out to state and even national
audiences. The same is true of the Methodological and Resources Activities section. As
any researcher knows from experience that a single resource inevitably leads to related
references and topics.
Finally, the best way for young people to learn the strategies suggested here is
by actual involvement in the creative and investigative process. A certain amount of
direct teaching and even teacher-directed projects is always good to get started on this
type of learning, but the best way to learn how to do it is to do it!
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